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What’s in our hub? 
Digital Download Printable 

Products 

‣worksheets by topics 

‣holiday worksheets  

‣junior level cloze passage 

‣senior level idiomatic expressions 

‣references and vocabulary   

 building 

‣matrix of tenses 

‣vocabulary by category 

‣free sample worksheets  

‣free sample references 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Inspirational Quote 

Australia Today 

Australia officially the 

Commonwealth of Australia,[12] is a 

country comprising the mainland of 

the Australian continent, the island 

of Tasmania, and numerous smaller 

islands. It is the world's sixth-largest 

country by total area. Neighboring 

countries include Indonesia, East 

Timor and Papua New Guinea to 

the north; the Solomon Islands and 

Vanuatu to the north-east; and New 

Zealand to the south-east. 

 

Welcome to THENGLISHUB! 

We are excited to deliver you the first issue of our newsletter. 

Looking back over the past 12 months. I am proud of all that 

we have achieved.  2020 has been a tumultuous year in human 

history/world history. Students and adult learners' learning 

approaches have switched from classroom learning to online 

learning and these numbers keep growing. We have had many 

students from junior school, senior school, homeschooling 

groups purchased our digital download printable worksheets 

and other learning resources.  

This is a great encouragement and support that motivated us 

to keep bringing you more quality worksheets and resources. 

We sincerely hope that these resources will help you in your 

language learning journey. Last but not least, we wish to 

express our sincere appreciation and heartfelt thanks for your 

support. 

Best wishes in your learning journey! 

~To succeed is to excel~ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

How to increase your 

English proficiency? 

•reading more English     

  materials (eg. magazines,  

  newspapers, story books) 

•converse in English with  

  your friends 
 

 

Knowledge bank 
Each ant colony has a 

specific odor. Many 

scientists believe ants  can 

recognize other ants from 

their colony by this odour. 

Inspirational quote  

“Every accomplishment starts      

  with the decision to try” 

 

~ John F. Kennedy 
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Importance of English language among students 
•international common tongue   

•enhance employment opportunities 

•more confident in presenting their ideas in English 
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Quiz time 
What are the five colours of 

olympic rings? 

 

 

A: blue, yellow, black, green, red 
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